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Analytical Evaluation of Unfairness Problem 
in Wireless LANs 
Ahmed Mohamedou, and Mohamed Othman 
Abstract—The number of users using wireless Local Area Network is increasing exponentially and their behavior is changing 
day after day. Nowadays, users of wireless LAN are using huge amount of bandwidth because of the explosive growth of some 
services and applications such as video sharing. This situation imposes massive pressure on the wireless LAN performance 
especially in term of fairness among wireless stations. The limited resources are not distributed fairly in saturated conditions. 
The most important resource is the access point buffer space. This importance is a result of access point being the bottleneck 
between two different types of networks. These two types are wired network with relatively huge bandwidth and wireless 
network with much smaller bandwidth. Also the unfairness problem is keep getting worse because of the greedy nature 
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP). In this paper, we conduct a comprehensive study on wireless LAN dynamics and 
proposed a new mathematical model that describes the performance and effects of its behavior. We validate the proposed 
model by using the simulation technique. The proposed model was able to produce very good approximation in most of the 
cases. It also gave us a great insight into the effective variables in the wireless LAN behavior and what are the dimensions of 
the unfairness problem. 
Index Terms— Access Point, Buffer Size, Congestion Window, TCP, Wireless LAN.  
——————————
      —————————— 
1 INTRODUCTION
oday, Wireless networks are becoming very essential 
part in any industry or service. It is hard to see a pub-
lic place such as airports, hospitals, coffee shops, uni-
versities and shopping centers without wireless local area 
network that serve their customers as a part of attracting 
more customers. More and more people are using wire-
less LAN as preferred LAN in their home or office net-
works.  
This huge demand makes research communities to give 
more concentration on these wireless LAN’s. It is obvious 
that wireless LAN’s are still relatively new technology 
that has many problems. Problems such as limited band-
width (compared to wired LAN’s), high error rate and 
unfairness among different stations. The last mentioned 
problem differs from other problems that it is not an en-
gineering problem but it is a result of mechanisms and 
protocols that are used in upper layers. These mechanism 
and protocols were written and designed in seventies of 
twentieth century by people who did not have in their 
minds the wireless concept. And when wireless technolo-
gy came up, these mechanisms and protocols were al-
ready wide spread and it was really hard to change eve-
rything for wireless sake.  As a result, the only way to 
solve problems such as unfairness is to study some parts 
of these mechanisms and protocols and try to enhance the 
performance of these parts which leads to overall perfor-
mance improvement. Keep in mind that improving one 
aspect of these mechanisms and protocols may degrade 
other different aspects. For example, some ideas that al-
ready proposed to improve the unfairness problem re-
duce the network utilization. 
If each one of these mechanism and protocols is analyzed 
separately, it will produce in most case perfect results. 
However, some problems such as the unfairness only 
arise when these mechanisms are mixed. The unfairness 
problem is getting more importance every day since wire-
less LANs are becoming larger in term of covered area 
and bandwidth. It has been acknowledged in literature 
extensively, [1,2,3,7].  
Qian et al [1] have conducted comprehensive experiments 
using both of test bed and simulation approaches to show 
the effect of 802.11 MAC protocol and cross-layer interac-
tion on TCP fairness in wireless LANs. They proposed 
two queue management techniques to ease the unfairness 
among TCP flows.  
Eun-Chan et al [2] differentiate between TCP-induced 
asymmetry and MAC-induced asymmetry and show how 
these two kinds of asymmetry amplify the unfairness 
problem. They introduced a cross-layer feedback tech-
nique to guarantee the fairness in wireless LANs.  
Our work in this paper is motivated by Pilosof et al [3]. 
They studied the unfairness among upstream and down-
stream wireless stations. They presented a comprehensive 
simulation study and a mathematical model which is the 
core of our work. 
The rest of paper is organized as follow. Section two ana-
lyze the unfairness problem and explains it sources. Sec-
tion three develops the analytical model and state num-
ber of assumptions. Section four represents the simulation 
experiments and discusses its results. Section five con-
cludes the research.  
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2 PROBLEM OVERVIEW 
In wireless LAN, the most used architecture is Infrastruc-
ture where there are number of wireless stations (STA) 
communicating with wired stations (STA’) through 
Access Point (AP). These wireless stations are divided 
into two kinds, sending stations (UP) and receiving sta-
tions (DOWN). 
Sending stations send data to their corresponding wired 
stations through the access point. While receiving station 
wait for the data coming from their corresponding wired 
stations to be sent by the access point. The unfairness 
problem can be understood from two observations: 
• Only sending stations and the access point 
compete to occupy the wireless channel while 
receiving stations just keep listening to the 
channel and let the access point to compete on 
behave of them. This kind of behavior makes 
sending stations to dictate the wireless chan-
nel and do not let receiving stations to have a 
fair share of the channel because they are not 
competing to occupy the channel. 
• The second observation is related to TCP. The 
access point here has to move traffic between 
two different networks, the wired network 
which has huge bandwidth and the wireless 
network which has much smaller bandwidth. 
This means that for sure the outgoing buffer of 
the access point on the wireless LAN side will 
become full very fast and incoming packets 
from corresponding wired stations will be 
dropped. These packets are either data pack-
ets or acknowledgment packets of TCP proto-
col in transport layer. Data packets are coming 
to receiving stations and when one of these 
packets is dropped, the Congestion Control 
Mechanism in corresponding wired station 
will be invoked which leads to reduce its 
sending rate and as result the accessing chan-
nel share of the receiving station will be re-
duced. While acknowledgment packets are 
coming to sending stations in the wireless 
LAN and when one of these packets is 
dropped nothing will change if the next ac-
knowledgment packet is delivered before Re-
transmission-Time Out (RTO) of dropped 
packet elapsed. This behavior will make the 
accessing channel share of sending stations in-
crease while the accessing channel share of re-
ceiving station decrease. 
To evaluate the problem severity, number of simula-
tion experiments were conducted using NS2 simulator 
[4]. The performance matrices that have been used are 
Throughput Ratio and Jain Fairness Index. Since we want 
to evaluate the performance of wireless LAN against 
Access Point buffer size, we used the later as the simula-
tion variable in all experiments. The simulation is re-
peated many times with different number of wireless sta-
tions. 
2.1 One UP station and one DOWN station 
In figure 1, we can see that as the buffer size increases, the 
throughput ratio approach to one. This keeps happening 
till the access point buffer size is equal or greater than 84, 
which is the summation of TCP window size of both sta-
tions (TCP window size maximum value is set to 42). At 
this point, the throughput ration will be equal one be-
cause there are sufficient resources (in term of access 
point buffer size) to serve both of the wireless stations. 
 
 
Fig. 1. Throughput Ratio of One UP station and One DOWN Station.  
2.2 Two UP stations and two DOWN stations 
From figures 1 and 2, we describe that when the number 
of wireless stations increases, the problem is getting 
worse and worse. Keep in mind; the number of UP sta-
tions and DWON stations in both figures has the same 
ratio. However, in figure 2 the highest throughput ratio 
value is 320 while in figure 1 the highest throughput val-
ue is 28. 
 
 
Fig. 2. Throughput Ratio of Two UP stations and two DOWN Sta-
tions.  
2.3 Two UP stations and one DOWN station 
Figure 3 shows the fact that when number of UP stations 
is more than the number of DOWN stations, the severity 
of problem is getting much higher than when both of UP 
© 2010 JOT 
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stations and DOWN stations have the same population. 
In this figure, the highest throughput ratio is 510 and as 
the ratio of UP stations number to DOWN stations num-
ber increases, the throughput ratio will increase as well. 
 
 
Fig. 3. Throughput Ratio of Two UP stations and one DOWN station.  
2.4 One UP station and two DOWN stations 
Figure 4 represents the simulation experiment when the 
ratio of UP stations number to DOWN stations number is 
less than one, which means there are more DOWN sta-
tions than UP stations. Despite the later fact, UP stations 
still able to get more share of wireless channel than the 
DOWN stations. UP stations keep doing that till the 
access point buffer size become equal to 84, which is 
equal to one UP station TCP maximum window size mul-
tiplied by two. This due to fact that there are enough re-
sources to serve two stations, one UP station and one 
DOWN station, and any extra share that is given to the 
third station (which is DOWN station) will make 
throughput ratio approach to zero in favor of DOWN 
stations. 
 
 
Fig. 4. Throughput Ratio of one UP station and two DOWN sta-
tions. 
2.5 Fairness Index 
Figure 5 shows that the performance of wireless LAN in 
term of fairness in all case has the same behavior and pat-
tern. It starts between 0.4 and 0.6 and keeps increasing as 
the access point buffer size increased till it reach its max-
imum value of one where there are sufficient resources to 
serve all wireless stations in the wireless LAN. 
 
 
Fig. 5. Fairness index, (a) one UP station and one DOWN station. 
(b) two UP stations and two DOWN stations. (c) one UP station and 
two DOWN stations. (d) two UP stations and one DOWN sta-
tion.station. 
3  MATHEMATICAL MODEL 
In this section, a mathematical model that describe the 
wireless LAN’s performance will be proposed and devel-
oped. This mathematical model is based on number of 
variables such as access point buffer size, TCP maximum 
congestion window size, number of DOWN stations and 
number of UP stations. It derives to approximate the 
wireless LAN performance in term of throughput ratio. 
The queue model M/M/1/B and TCP model will be 
combined together to produce the proposed mathemati-
cal model. 
3.1 Assumptions 
As it well known, in the beginning of any analytical study 
we need to state number of assumptions that will helps to 
make developing the mathematical is feasible. These as-
sumptions should not be broad so that the mathematical 
model under construction becomes trivial. The simplest 
way of improving any analytical study is by omitting one 
or more assumptions. In this paper we used the following 
assumptions:  
1. No specific version of TCP is considered in par-
ticular. We considered the general dynamic of 
TCP protocol. 
2. In TCP, for every data packet that is delivered 
there is one acknowledgment packet generated. 
3. Round Trip Times (RTTs) are the same for all 
wireless stations in the wireless LAN. 
4. Access point buffer waiting delay for queued 
packets coming to the wireless LAN is neglecta-
ble. 
5. All UP stations are sending their data packets 
with rate of w/RTT which is the maximum send-
ing rate of any TCP connection. 
6. All TCP connections are using the same maxi-
mum window size. 
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3.2 Queue Modeling 
Let’s consider wireless LAN as queue system of model 
M/M/1/B. As explained by Kleinrock [5] in his famous 
book Queuing Systems, every queue system has a ratio, 
which is defined by: 
    
 
 (1) 
the probability of this system having the queue size of 
B is calculated as follow: 
 Pr      1  1    (2) 
To ease the use of equation (2), we should rewrite it so 
that the exponent part is in on side of the equation and 
the non-exponent is in the other side. It goes as follow: 
   1       1  (3) 
Now we need another equation that approximate  and 
this is what next section is about. 
3.3 TCP Modeling 
In this section, we are going to use a model that devel-
oped by Pdhye in [6] to approximate TCP receiving rate 
of DOWN stations. 
    1   ! 32  (4) 
 Note that for modeling the sending rate of UP stations, 
we are using assumption 5. 
3.4 Proposed Model 
Since we are trying to analyze the throughput ratio of the 
wireless LAN against its access point buffer size, we need 
first to define the Throughput Ratio (R). Before that we 
need to state notations that are going to be used. They are: 
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In the base work [7], authors considered only one DOWN 
station and one UP station in the wireless LAN ( */$) with the ability to increase DOWN stations with 
simple extra modification. However, any attempt to in-
crease the number of UP stations in their model will re-
sults in complex modifications and bad approximations 
to the wireless LAN performance. Here, we improve their 
model by making it expandable to any number of UP sta-
tions and DOWN stations. 
Based on equation (1), we need to define the arrival rate 
and the serving rate. The arrival rate here is equal to: 
  
   -$  1* (6) 
where 1* is representing the data packets coming to 
the DOWN stations in the wireless LAN and -$ is 
representing the acknowledgement packets coming to the 
UP stations in the wireless LAN. 
The serving rate is equal to: 
  
   $ (7) 
Since access point in DCF is treated as same as one of UP 
stations in the wireless LAN. Therefore, by substituting 
equations (7), (6), (5) and (1), we will have: 
   - 1    (8) 
Now equation (3) can be written as follow: 
 7- 1  8  1  - 1    1 (9) 
To get rid of Pr in equation (9), we need to find another 
way to compute it. One way is to calculate R by using 
TCP sending rate model which is developed in the pre-
vious section. We need to do simple modification in equa-
tion (4) as follow: 
 *   1   9! 32   : ; (10) 
where E represents the chance of a DOWN station get-
ting served by the extra space in the access point buffer 
when there is more space than what all UP stations need. 
E can be evaluated as follow: 
 
:   3 – -,41  , ,4  – -, ? 0 :  0 , A
4,  (11) 
Now, by using assumption 5 and equations (10) and (5), 
we will have: 
   31B2-,  1:B (12) 
By substituting equation (12) in equation (9), then equ-
ation (9) can be written as follow:  
 1  7+CC  +BB  +  +D8   31B -  (13) 
where 
 +C  2-C,B (14) 
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 +B  41:-B,  2-C,B   2-B,B (15) 
 
+  3-1B   2-1B:B  41:-B, 41:-, (16) 
 +D  3-1B   2-1B:B  21B:B (17) 
Now we need to find a way to get rid of the exponent in 1  . In the base work [7], authors assumed that 1   is approximately equal to (1+BR) if R is small. 
But this will not be valid as the size of the wireless LAN 
increases which is our motivation in this paper. 
Another way to simplify equation (13) is to use logarithm 
as follow:  
ln1  7+CC  +BB  +  +D8 
(18) 
 
 ln G31B - H 
By using logarithm properties, we have 
 ln1    ln+CC  +BB  +  +D  
     (19) 
 
 ln G31B - H 
In the equation (19), since we have a constant on the right 
side of the equation, we can take the derivative of the eq-
uation to get rid of the logarithm: 
 
1    3+CB  2+B  ++CC  +BB  +  +D  0 (20) 
After simple algebraic operations 
 
+C  3+CC  
3+C  2+B  +BB  
2+B  +  +  +  +D  0 
(21) 
This is third degree equation. Finding its zero will pro-
vide us with the throughput ratio of the wireless LAN. 
There are many ways to its zero. One way is to use the 
Cubic Formula [8]. It is long formula that has been used 
since fourteenth century to solve third degree equations. 
Or we can use routines provided in NAG Fortran Library 
[9] or MATPACK C++ Library [10]. We chose to rewrite 
our own solving utility in C# .based on the cubic formula 
[8]. 
 
Fig. 6. Interface of our computing utility. 
 
4  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
In this research, numbers of simulation experiments were 
conducted to validate the proposed model. NS2 [4] was 
used as the simulator. Simple topology is used to con-
struct the network as shown in the figure 7.  
 
 
Fig. 7. Simulation Topology. 
 
Here, we have number of wireless stations communicat-
ing with one wired server through the access point. For 
all TCP agents, the maximum congestion window size is 
set to 42 packets. We used IEEE 802.11b with maximum 
bandwidth of 11Mbps. The RTS/CTS mechanism was 
switched off. The wired link between the access point and 
the server has bandwidth of 100 Mbps. In all queues, we 
used first in first out queue management technique. All 
queue sizes were set to 1000 packets except for the access 
point buffer so that no buffer overflow will happen in any 
queue except the access point buffer. We used FTP agent 
as the application in all simulation experiments. We ran 
each experiment for 100 seconds. Table 2 summarizes the 
setup parameter: 
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TABLE 2 
SIMULATION PARAMETERS 
Parameter Value 
TCP window size 42 
Wireless bandwidth 11 Mbps 
RTS/CTS mechanism OFF 
Wired bandwidth 100 Mbps 
Queue management FIFO 
Queue size 1000 
Application FTP 
Simulation time 100 seconds 
 
We ran different experiments for different scenarios. 
These scenarios represent the wireless LAN with different 
populations as follow: 
• Scenario 1: Simulation of one UP station and one 
DOWN station. 
• Scenario 2: Simulation of two UP stations and 
two DOWN stations. 
• Scenario 3: Simulation of one UP station and two 
DOWN stations. 
• Scenario 4: Simulation of two UP stations and 
one DOWN station. 
We also compared the proposed model with the model in 
base work [7]. Using only algebraic operations to extend 
the base work model will result a fourth degree equation 
as follow: 
 
723C,B8IJ  723B,B  23C,B 43B,K:  23C,B8IL 743B,K:  23KB:B 33KB  43,K: 23B,B  23C,B 43B,K:8IM 733KB  23KB:B 2KB:B 43B,K:  23KB:B 33KB  43,K:8I 33KB  23KB:B  2KB:B 3KB/NO  P (22) 
We called the proposed model in next figures as New Ana-
lytical Model and the algebraic extended base work model 
as Old Analytical Model.   
4.1 Scenario 1 
First, we ran the same simulation experiment that has 
been conducted in the base work [7]. We needed to vali-
date that the proposed model perform as same as the base 
model in the simple scenario of one UP station and one-
DOWN station. 
 
Fig. 8. Comparison of one UP station and one DOWN station 
scenario. 
Figure 8 represents the comparison between the simula-
tion and the proposed models in this work and the base 
work. We can see that the models are giving very good 
approximations especially when the access point buffer 
size is more than 42 which is the maximum TCP window 
size. The reason behind that is when there is enough 
space in access point buffer to serve the sending rate of 
the UP station; any extra space in the access point buffer 
will be designated to serve the DOWN station receiving 
rate and there will be no competition between the UP and 
DOWN stations. This will lead to smooth performance of 
the wireless LAN. 
4.2 Scenario 2 
In this experiment, we kept the ratio of UP stations num-
ber to the DOWN stations number equal to one which 
means both of UP stations and DOWN stations have the 
same population size. 
 
Fig. 9. Comparison of two UP stations and two DOWN stations 
scenario. 
In figure 9, we have two regions, the first one is from zero 
to 84 and the second one is from 84 to 168. In the first re-
gion the simulation results are not stable but the pro-
posed model manage to give good approximation to the 
overall behavior. In the second region the simulation re-
sults are smoother and as the access point buffer size ap-
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proach to 168, the proposed model achieves perfect 
match. Note that when the limit of access point buffer size 
goes to 84 from both sides, the model approximations do 
not fit the simulation results. This maybe due to the fact 
that DOWN stations are getting served more than what 
the model assume since UP stations do not need 100% of 
access point resources in that region to achieve their max-
imum sending rate. Regarding the base work model, we 
can see that it fails terribly to describe wireless LAN be-
havior and our proposed model is very good enhance-
ment. 
4.3 Scenario 3 
In this experiment, we let the ratio of UP stations number 
to the DOWN stations number be less than one which 
means there are more DOWN stations than UP stations in 
the wireless LAN. 
 
Fig. 10. Comparison of one UP station and two DOWN stations 
scenario. 
In figure 10, we also have two regions, the first one is 
from zero to 42 and the second one is from 42 to 126. In 
the first region the simulation results are not stable but 
the proposed model manage to give good approximation 
to the overall behavior. In the second region the simula-
tion results are smoother and as the access point buffer 
size approach to 126, the proposed model achieves perfect 
match. Note that when the limit of access point buffer size 
goes to 42 from both sides, the model approximations do 
not fit the simulation results. As we mentioned before this 
maybe due to the fact that DOWN stations are getting 
served more than what the model assume since UP sta-
tions do not need 100% of access point resources in that 
region to achieve their maximum sending rate. The per-
fect match between the new model and the old one is due 
to the fact that we are using only one UP station. If UP 
stations population increases, the weaknesses of old 
model will be more obvious. 
4.4 Scenario 4 
In this experiment, we have more UP stations than 
DOWN stations. Therefore, the ratio of UP stations num-
ber to the DOWN stations number is more than one. 
 
Fig. 11. Comparison of two UP stations and one DOWN station 
scenario. 
In this scenario, the severity of problem is increased since 
the ratio of UP stations number to the DOWN stations 
number is more than one. However, the proposed model 
managed to give good approximations for the most of 
simulation either in term of general behavior when the 
simulation results are not stable or in term of perfect 
matching when the simulation results are stable. For the 
region when the limit of access point buffer size goes to 
84 from both sides, the model approximations do not fit 
the simulation results. And as we mentioned before this 
maybe due to the fact that DOWN station is getting 
served more than what the model assume since UP sta-
tions do not need 100% of access point resources in this 
region to achieve their maximum sending rate. We also 
can see from figure 11 that the old model is almost useless 
in such a scenario. 
5  CONCLUSION 
Wireless Local Area Networks are increasing in 
popularity day after day. They are becoming the first 
choice for any computer network. As their bandwidth 
and covering area are increasing, the numbers of 
served users are increasing as well. This will lead to 
unfairness problem since the behavior of these users is 
classified into two types. The first type is when the 
user is send data most of the time. While the second 
type is when the user is receiving data most of the 
time. 
In this paper, the unfairness problem was studied 
and received a comprehensive investigation. Then, we 
introduced designing and implementing the proposed 
mathematical model. At the beginning, we stated the 
assumptions that have been used in developing the 
proposed model. Then we went through the modifica-
tion of M/M/1 queue system so that it suite for our 
purpose. After that we went through step by step illu-
stration of proposed model development. Then we 
provided information about the simulation experi-
ments that have been conducted to validate the pro-
posed model. Next we went through each simulation 
experiment and gave detailed discussion.  
At the end we reached a conclusion that in general 
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the proposed model performs very well and give ex-
cellent approximations especially when the ratio of UP 
stations number to the DOWN stations number is ap-
proaching to zero which means there are more DOWN 
stations than UP stations. This case is the most com-
mon case in the deployed wireless LANs nowadays. 
There are always more DOWN stations than UP sta-
tions. The last fact makes this model very useful to 
study wireless LANs. 
For the future work, we are planning to extend the 
mathematical model to work in the large wireless net-
works especially fourth generation mobile networks 
candidate such as WiMax and LTE-Advance. In these 
kinds of networks there are two uses of the wireless 
stations. Either they are used to access the internet, so 
the wireless stations in these networks are the same as 
the one in wireless LANs. Or they are used as phone 
devices. In the later case, the wireless station will be-
come an UP station and DOWN station at the same 
time because the amount of data that has been sent is 
the same as the amount of data that has been received 
since it is used for voice conversation.  
Another idea is to apply the proposed model in IEEE 
802.11n. In this standard the access point is not the 
network bottleneck since both of the wired and wire-
less networks have equivalent bandwidth. However, 
packets in the access point buffer will sever larger de-
lay since the access point is serving network with large 
bandwidth. 
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